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Abstract: This paper presents two representations of dynamic networks that directly incorporate time into the structure of the graph. While versions of this idea have appeared as algorithmic tricks for solving dynamic network problems in the past, the substantive importance has gone largely unrecognized. By identifying a consistent way to represent dynamic networks as static graphs, we are able to appropriate all the tools and measures we have for static networks for use on dynamic networks. Multi-slice graph representations “stack” relational moments over time, knitting them together with “identity” arcs. Dynamic line-graph representations shift perspective from nodes connected by dynamic edges, to temporally-concatenated edges linked by actors. These representations do not require analysts to artificially aggregate continuous-time networks, are easy to search, visually represent, and allow us to apply well-understood network measures to temporal graphs, greatly expanding tools for analyzing dynamic social settings.
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Static Representations of Dynamic Networks

Introduction

Despite tremendous growth in the study of social networks and numerous publications on dynamic networks, network dynamics, and network evolution, there is still something vaguely problematic about capturing the full richness of temporal dynamics within relational structures. Our canonical text explicitly defines the field in terms of “lasting patterns of relations” (Wasserman and Faust 1994, p.4), and the mathematical foundations of social network research is based in graphs composed of linked sets of vertices and edges that leaves little room for temporal features such as “trajectories” or “tempo.” Paths in graph theory assume edges are present along an observed path, making it difficult to construct “structure” when edges are composed of fleeting relational events.

At its heart, this analytic unease stems from the constraints evident in network data structures, which focus on linked sets of edges and nodes. Our traditional model for dealing with dynamics of the network (distinct from dynamics on a network), are to label edges by time. While this is a workable solution for statistical models (particularly those that turn on Markovian assumptions), describing how the network changes or capturing trajectories is in the network structure itself is hard to do. Ideally our dynamic network tools would attend simultaneously to the current structure of the network and the historical trajectories of nodes through social space. These tools should provide a clear ability to capture dynamic node activity that contributes to network evolution, while making it easy to capture activities that take place on the network (such as diffusion or signaling). That is, we want an approach to dynamic networks that captures the evolving structure of the social space, the action of nodes within that space, and the flow of “bits” over the changing network simultaneously.

Analysts typically focus on summary structural properties of a network, such as the degree distribution, centrality, reachability, or community structure (Wasserman and Faust 1994). Dynamic event networks complicate this work, however, since structural properties depend
crucially on how one aggregates time. Unfortunately, there are rarely good theoretical reasons for particular aggregations. When viewed over long time windows, features typically described as “structural” (paths, cycles) emerge. But, when viewed at any moment, isolated interactions appear as structure-less dyads (for a principled treatment of this problem, see Bender-deMoll and McFarland 2006). Thus while network structure is lost in a swarm of short-term isolated dyads at short time intervals, long-interval aggregations give a false sense of connectivity that neither matches diffusion potential (Moody 2002) nor reflects the unfolding social processes that create structure.

This is, of course, as much a theory problem as a measurement issue. Explicitly linking the temporal dimensions of social life with the relational dimensions would better represent reality. Just as Breiger (1974) demonstrated the duality of persons and groups through the one-mode projection of bipartite graphs; the representations described below enable analytic purchase on the social organization of enacted-time. This is an important theoretical advantage; as prior work that focused only on timing (i.e. relational duration), or structure (i.e. path length and clustering) is fundamentally constrained to separate network structure from social action.

Here, I describe two representations of dynamic networks that meet this goal by expanding on solutions that have previously been treated as algorithmic tricks for solving dynamic network problems (Ahuja et al 2003, Kohler et al 2002). The first stacks temporal slices of a network (White et al, Mucha et al 2010) by time. The key insight is that instead of labeling edges by time, we add identity arcs to the graph that link past nodes to their adjacent future selves in time (Berger-Wolf and Saia 2006; Tantipathananandh et al 2007; Mucha et al 2010; Moody & Mucha 2013). The second is a line-graph projection of the first, focusing on the temporal adjacency of edges in time. In both cases, the resulting graph is easy to search in ways that respect time, standard visual representations become informative of temporal dynamics and the representation obviates the need to artificially aggregate by time. My purpose here is to point out the exceedingly general nature of this simple solution: these representations open the door to treating
time itself as a type of structure that intersects with relational structures in fundamental ways, opening new doors for social network science.

Dynamic Network Connectivity

Our substantive questions about social networks typically rest either on diffusion or topology. In the diffusion case, we care about the network because some “bit” is transferred between nodes, with topics ranging from peer influence to disease flow across populations to synchronizing action across great distances. In these cases, a node with the bit transfers it to another (sometimes transforming it). In the topological cases, the shape of the network signals something important about the population. Questions here range over issues of social cohesion, hierarchy, or group structure to name a few. Dynamic questions turn on changes in the shape, such as the emergence of hierarchy or the consolidation of groups. In many instances these two questions are linked (how does structure affect diffusion). In all such cases, however, the fundamental building block for network measurement is a network path.2

In dynamic networks, such paths are time-ordered: a bit cannot travel over an edge that has ended, and nodes can only pass bits forward in time. Define a time-ordered path as a standard graph-path: a sequence of adjacent nodes and edges starting and ending with nodes, with the added stipulation that the ending time for each step along the path must be greater than or equal to the starting time of the prior step (Moody 2002). If two edges share a node and overlap in time, they are concurrent (Morris and Kretzschmar 1997). Consider figure 1, as an example.

Panel (a) provides an aggregate image for a simple dynamic network, labeling the edges with appearance order (the AB edge appears first, then after it ends, the BC edge appears and so forth. One could just as easily label by start & end times). Panel (b) provides two geodesic distance

---

2 This is distinct from aspects that are purely dyadic features, such as category mixing models or degree.
matrices, the first calculated on the aggregate network structure in the standard way, the second respecting the time-order of the edges.

When time is ignored, the distance matrix is symmetric and complete: every pair can reach every other pair. When time is included, the geodesic path structure changes dramatically. First, many pairs are unreachable. For example, node A is 2-steps from C, but C cannot reach A, because any bit passed from C to B at time 2 cannot travel across the already-ended AB link. Thus, while all dyadic relations here are undirected, the time-ordered distance matrix is asymmetric. For connected pairs, the geodesics need not cumulate in the simple transitive manner we are used to. For example, while there is a two-step path from A to D and a 1 step path from D to E, the shortest distance from A to E is 4 steps (not 3) since the {DE} edge ends before the {FD} edge starts. This example highlights how ignoring time in aggregate versions of dynamic networks misrepresents fundamental features of the social structure. Any network measure that depends on path structure, such as most centrality scores and community finding algorithms, will be based on unrealizable path structures when using aggregated networks.3

Slicing the network into windows only partially helps with reachability and accuracy. Consider a version of figure 1 that cuts the network into 3 2-period time slices. This would imply mutual reachability between A and C; effectively treating the AB and BC dyads as

Figure 1. Effect of Aggregation on Distances

a) Aggregate Network Structure

Edge labels are appearance order, each edge ends before the next one starts.

b) Geodesic distances

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

 Ignoring time order | Time-ordered
---|---|
|  | A | B | C | D | E | F |
| A | - | 1 | 2 | 2 | 3 | 4 |
| B | 1 | - | 1 | 2 | 3 | 2 |
| C | 2 | 1 | - | 1 | 2 | 2 |
| D | 2 | 2 | 1 | - | 1 | 1 |
| E | 3 | 3 | 2 | 1 | - | 2 |
| F | 1 | 2 | 2 | 1 | 2 | - |

3This is also true of our standard network search algorithms, including those used to find paths. We cannot use a simple breadth-first search (BFS) to find distances since paths don’t cumulate in the geodesics as we’d assume. While Moody (2002) provides an (admittedly cumbersome) algorithm for searching dynamic paths, there are ways to append path and node information to BFS and depth first search (DFS) which are accurate and somewhat faster. However the static representations described below solve the algorithm problems too, since temporal reachability reduces to directed reachability.
concurrent. In general, the risk of any binning strategy is that false connectivity emerges that creates connectivity where none exists, while the risk of time-slicing is to under-estimate systemic connectivity and over-estimate within-slice connectivity.

**Prior representation strategies for dynamic networks**

Attempts to incorporate time into structure are fairly common in network visualization, though it is rarely linked to measurement (but see de Nooy 2008). The most common way to visualize dynamic networks is to plot separate time-slices (Roy 1983), this requires much user energy to follow nodes over time in larger networks. Labeling edges with times (as above) works for small graphs, but over-emphasizes the aggregate structure leading to false impressions of connectivity.

Visualization attempts to link nodes over time by simply reserving one axis of the graph for time and the other axis for minimizing edge-crossing (McElroy et al. 2003) are somewhat difficult to read. It is difficult to know where to place nodes along the time dimension (at the start of a relation or at the end?). Having only a single dimension for representing social space is similarly constraining. A more promising approach is to following individuals through a network space over time. One can then simply plot physical or group space as a “slice” and track individuals through that space. Such representations typically use 3 dimensions to maintain the spatial layouts of the contact structure and project time in a third axis. These models use a visual cue to capture the indexing subscripts used in dynamic statistical models (Huisman and Snijders 2003; Snijders 1998). Abstracting from direct ties to group membership over time can be effective for small groups. The best recent work of this sort uses lines in the image to connect the same node over time and colorings to signify group membership (Berger-Wolf and Saia 2006; Tantipathananandh et al. 2007; Moody & Mucha 2013), which is exactly the first projection format described below.
A natural representation for dynamic networks is with dynamic visualizations, and recent work has advanced a number of tools and best-practice suggestions for animating social networks (Bender-deMoll and McFarland 2006; Leydesdorff and Schank 2008; Moody et al 2005). Animations are particularly effective at presenting tempo and evolution of the network, and provide a good sense of action within the structure of relations. But, since viewers’ visual memories are imperfect, it is difficult to track node histories over time.

Generalizing prior work

We can generalize two features from prior work. First, we can build time into the network by translating temporal-order to path-order with “multi-slice networks.” This is accomplished by combining multiple relations over time (similar to familiar X, dynamic statistical models (Butts 2008; Huisman and Snijders 2003; Snijders 1998)), but adding asymmetric “identity” arcs linking nodes to themselves over time. With more complicated versions of selves, identity edges can become more complex. So, for example, if a node undergoes a fundamental change in its nature, one might

Defining Multi-slice representations of dynamic networks

The simplest static representation of a dynamic network pools all relational information in high-temporal resolution. The main innovation lies in using two sorts of relations on the network. Nodes are linked to later versions of themselves with identity arcs. At its simplest, an identity arc is just an indicator for node-name, testifying to the connection between “John-at-noon” to “John-at-midnight.” These are arcs, not edges, since they reflect order in time: “John-at-noon” becomes “John-at-midnight.” With more complicated versions of selves, identity edges can become more complex. So, for example, if a node undergoes a fundamental change in its nature, one might

---

4 I borrow the term “multi-slice network” from Mucha et al 2010. The key difference, however, is that in the multi-slice community detection routine developed there, the authors treat identity arcs as undirected edges, which is necessary for allowing a random walk to move between time slices. Here, we are seeking to use the asymmetric nature of time to order observed relations; so this is a non-trivial difference.
reasonably exclude an identity arc between “early” and “late” selves. This would be particularly likely when nodes are corporate actors – such as nations – where we distinguish between pre-revolution and post-revolution. The converse is also possible: If two identities merge into one (such as a corporate merger), then two identity arcs will point to the merged node from its earlier constituent parts and split if a node becomes multiple at later time points (such as a corporate division). The ability to easily accommodate such node transformations (in addition to population entry/exit) is a fundamental advantage over other representations. For what follows, I focus on the simpler case where nodes are unitary and identity reasonably represented as stable connections from self to self over time.5

Identities are linked to each other using whatever typical relation is collected on the population, such as friendship, “talking with”, and so forth. Thus the full graph contains three linked sets: \( G(V,E,I) \), where \( V \) is a set of time-specific node labels \((i_1, j_1, \ldots, v_t)\), \( E \) are time-specific links from one set of nodes to another \( \{i_t, j_t\} \) which will typically have both start and end times on the edge, and \( I \) is the set of (ordered) identify arcs connecting \( v_t \) to \( v_{t+1} \). A simple example of this construction is given in figure 2 below.

In this figure, the first relational action is between B and D, starting at time 0 and ending at time 1 (two units long). B later starts a relation with A, and while it is ongoing, takes up with C. Nodes D and C engage F and E respectively after their interactions with B have ended. In the full representation (panel b), each node is represented as a separate instance in the stacked graph and thus appears at every moment they are active in the setting. Identity edges connect self at

---

5 The use of the term “identity” here is in homage to H. White (1992), while I do not presume to be building the bulk of his model into this representation, this work opens a network framework that naturally allows node identity to shift.
time $t$ to self at $t+1$. When a node is not active, it may be removed from the graph (as with node D at time 2 in panel b).\textsuperscript{6}

For most structural applications, repeating nodes and edges at each observational moment is inefficient. Given N nodes observed at T times, the full multi-slice representation will have TN nodes, (T-1)N identity arcs, and $\Sigma_t(E_t)$ relational edges. We can simplify this representation considerably, without connectivity loss, by replacing nodes with no change in their tie pattern with edges, thus recording nodes and edges only when a change occurs within an edge neighborhood. At the start and end of any relation a new temporal version of the edge is added to the time-projected graph. If any relation changes, all edges involved with that relation are also (re)introduced. For example, in figure 2 at time 3 B initiates a relation with C, and we introduce a new BC edge. Since A is currently connected to B, the BA relation is also included at time 3. If relations are stable, they are simply liked by longer identity arcs, becoming

---

\textsuperscript{6} One can distinguish active-but-isolated from inactive by including nodes who could be connected at time $t$ but who have no relations (isolates) as a node present at $t$ with no relational edges. Since search and reach potential are conserved through the identity edges, including or excluding isolation moments has no effect on searching in the graph.
valued by the time between relational events. I refer to this representation as a condensed multi-
slice graph, and it is given in panel c of figure 2.

**Advantages of the multi-slice representation**

A key advantage of this representation is that now directed paths in the graph are time-
ordered paths. So here, for example, we can see that node D can reach C through a path that is
two relational steps long (sum of relational edges) and takes 3 moments (sum of identity arcs)
\(\{D_0 \rightarrow D_1 \rightarrow B_1 \rightarrow B_2 \rightarrow B_3 \rightarrow C_3\}\), but there is no path from C to D. Concurrency is simple to
identify as nodes with multiple edges at any time slice. Simple path-search algorithms can
automatically track the number of identity vs. relational edges on a path for weighting distance.
Importantly, we not only get information on geodesic distance, but distance in time. It is often
useful, particularly if the bit being diffused has a fast decay rate, to know how long it takes to get
from one node to another in the network.

Perhaps most importantly, the procedure generates a natural temporal expansion into
structure: time is mapped onto the space of social relations, which allows us to see time in a way
that might otherwise be difficult to see. To make this point clearly, consider the same aggregate
contact structure with different temporal arrangements.

*Data collected in waves*

The full-representation of the time-space graph is probably most useful when data are pre-
binned due to collection (as in waves of a survey assessing current relations) or for non-event data
where we expect people to have high concurrency in the relation (such as friendship). In these
sorts of data, the repeated identity arcs push the entire structure into a resolvable space, and time
typically emerges as a distinct dimension of the compiled network. For example, consider figure
3 below, which represents 14 waves of simulated data on a network of 32 nodes. Applying a
simple 3 dimensional space-based layout to the time-space graph results in the figure in panel A,
while a simple 2 dimensional layout gives us panel b.
The simulation split a unified random network (time 1) into two groups (at time 5) and then split each of those groups into two again (at time 13). Within-group ties were randomly assigned, causing identity edges to cross between waves since node position changes from wave to wave in a memory-less fashion. The evolution of this 4-way split is evident in the figure, and similarly embedded in the structure of the resulting graph. Note that time is not manipulated in these figures – I have not imposed a temporal axis – it simply emerges as a function of the joint structure of relations and identity arcs.

Real data provide similar results. Consider figure 4, which applies a 3 dimensional layout for the time-space graph representation of the first 5 waves of the Newcomb fraternity data (Newcomb 1961; Nordie 1958). Since the time-dimension emerges as distinct from the relational dimensions, we can use this to our advantage to summarize how node position changes in a relational space that, because actors are anchored to their prior selves, is consistently ordered. That is, the presence of the identity edges provides a layout anchor that links the space in each wave to the prior/next wave, solving the need to impose an anchor for consistent layouts (Moody et al. 2005).

In panel b I rotate the 3d image so that time is perpendicular to the printed page. This means than “movement” in the relational dimensions of the space (xy) can be determined by following...
identity arcs (simpler to see if you suppress relational edges, one could also fade them substantially). By suppressing the relational edges and revealing only identity arcs, we get a sense of how people’s position in the space changes. Some nodes remain stable on either the periphery (node 13) or the center (node 17). Others migrate across the social space (node 15). Distance between pairs of nodes reflects likelihood of being jointly connected over time. For example, nodes 5 and 6 are very far apart at wave 1, but converge toward a similar point in the space by wave 6. This method should stabilize movies as well, since moving a “camera” through each wave (and interpolating position between the slices), would provide a consistent relational space for network animations.7

Streaming Interaction Data

The distinctiveness of the temporal dimension in the structure of the network results from the repeated regular observations of the same nodes. When structures have a sparser time dimension, time becomes localized in the overall network and the relational space dominates. This is most likely to occur when data are

7 Thanks to Joshua Socolar for this suggestion.
collected with continuous time-stamps on low-degree relations, such as sex ties in an STD contact network. In panel A of figure 5, for example, I present a section of a simulated sexual contact network in aggregate format with timing labeled on the edges. In panel b, we see a 2-dimensional layout for the time-space graph and panel c constrains time to a single dimension (by using start/end dates of each relation). In both time-space representations, the first and last instance of a node is labeled. Note how in panel b the topology of the graph is dominated by relational space: nodes are close to their relational partners and the “loop and pendant” structure of the aggregate graph is mirrored in the time-space graph\(^8\). This is because most nodes have only 1 or two relations and appear for only a short moment in the history of the setting.

\(^8\) This is also true for a 3d layout for this network.
Measurement on time-space graphs

It is important to emphasize that these representations are analytically useful and not just for imaging. When data are collected in real time, each strongly connected component will be composed of concurrent relations. Because of the order constraint on identity arcs, reachability in the graph directly captures diffusion potential. Simple path-search approaches (breadth-first search, depth-first search) can determine which actors could pass a bit to others. Since nodes are also labeled with time, one can easily extract not only who can reach who, but when they are reachable and for how long. When data are collected in waves (without internal time-stamps), all relations collected in the same wave must be treated as concurrent (as in the Newcomb data).
While this over-estimates reachability (as not all within-wave relations happen at the same time), it still allows one to disentangle between-wave changes in diffusion potential.

One can use the time-space networks to easily construct reachability matrices for calculating dynamic-sensitive centrality and cohesion measures. A dynamic-sensitive geodesic distance matrix can be constructed that will tell you both the number of relations on the shortest path between two nodes as well as the sum of the length of time between two nodes. These would allow us to create a time-consistent closeness centrality index or an index of “longest exposure” between pairs of nodes (Moody 2006). Finding the highest edge-betweenness scores among identity arcs would identify identity nodes and times that are crucial for linking others. Such measures are likely particularly important for diffusion studies, which depend on knowing how dynamics open the path-structure for movement across the population.⁹

**The Dynamic Line Graph**

While a time-space representation intuitively retains nodes and arcs, difficulties associated with using this representation stem from having to maintain a distinction between two types of relations. Moreover, the size of the time-space graph can expand rapidly for data collected on large networks or over long time periods. We can solve some of these difficulties by creating a dynamic network projection composed of relational events linked by actors. This transformation is well known in graph theory as the line graph (Harary 1969). A standard line-graph L(G) is constructed from any graph G, by creating a vertex in L(G) for every edge in G and an edge in L(G) whenever the edges in G share a node.

A dynamic line graph, TL(G), follows the same logic, but retains the time-order of relational events. To form the dynamic line-graph, first convert all observed edges (E₀) of G to nodes in TL(G). Then add a directed arc between two nodes in TL(G) whenever the corresponding edges

---

⁹ A full examination of new dynamic centrality measures are beyond the scope of this paper and are treated in-depth in a second manuscript. Initial results suggest fairly low correlations between static and dynamic centrality measures.
in \( G \) share a node. The arc will originate in the earlier edge and point towards the later edge. This directionality is formed with a simple rule: given two edges with an overlapping node, draw a directed arc from \( E_{ij} \) to \( E_{jk} \) if the start time for \( E_{ij} \) is earlier than the end time for \( E_{jk} \). If two edges are concurrent, this will generate reciprocal arcs in the dynamic line graph. Applying this transformation to the networks from Figures 2 and 5, generates figure 6 below (with topological rather than calendar-time layout).

In this representation, the relational duration is collapsed into nodes (though it can easily recorded as an attribute). We can follow an actor’s trajectory through relations as chains of edges. Concurrency in the contact graph is seen as reciprocal edges in the line graph (red double-headed arrows here). Under a complete application of the construction rule, any edge containing node \( i \) at time \( t \) will be connected (either sending or receiving) to every other edge containing node \( i \). We see this in panel b of figure 6, where the many closed triads capture the multiple relations of particular actors (such as \( \{4-10\}, \{13-4\}, \{4-14\} \)), which captures the order of 3 relations containing node 4). In most substantive cases, these closed triads are providing redundant information and a

---

10 One could value the edges in a reciprocated arc to reflect duration of the overlap from each sender’s point of view. There are many types of concurrencies that can have different implications for diffusion potential (Morris et al 2008). These could likely be captured as different weights in the line-graph.
“recency” reduction will be more efficient. After constructing the line graph as above, remove all but the most recent non-reciprocated unique incoming edges to every node. A node will thus retain all reciprocal ties plus arcs to the most recent relational events of each composite actor. A node will have two incoming arcs only if both actors that comprise that node were active earlier. A node will have no incoming arcs if both actors appear in the population at this time. This reduction is presented in the third panel of figure 6.

Substantively, the recency reduction means that since each arc in the line-graph is an actor in the contact graph, any “bit” an actor has to pass is carried by the person and thus “through” all of the prior relations along the path constructed by that actor. This is a reasonable model for bits that are reasonably contained in actors (like STDs or ideas). But, one can imagine contexts where this assumption is less useful. If, for example, a bit of information is only activated in one relational context, then we may want to link to the most recent compatible relation. So, a bit of information passed from an ex-romantic partner may not be appropriately passed to your current partner. Or, the relational context may dictate a notification order (Ryan 2006) based on actor roles that could be signaled by the joint membership of an edge within the same class (“family” vs. “work” relations, with overlaps represented as multiple instances of the same person). One strength of the line-graph representation is that by highlighting connections among relations, we can more easily theorize mechanisms driving transmission across relational types. Actors become differentiated across time, and may behave differently at each moment.

Reflecting the underlying duality of events and actors, the recency reduction is exactly the same as replacing every relation-specific 4-node “box” in the condensed time-space graph (the starting tie and two nodes, the two identity arcs linking actors to their later selves, and the two ending nodes and tie; such as the first relation between 4 and 10 at the top of figure 5c) with a single node, retaining only the identity edges between the boxes. Thus, comparing the topology

---

11 Doing the reduction after the full projection is necessary to retain reciprocated edges, which are needed for proper time-ordered path search.
of panel c in figure 6 to panel c of the time-space graph in figure 5, we find the exact same structure. But, the line-graph representation uses 39 data elements (sum of edges and nodes) while the condensed time-space representation uses 216. This is a significant reduction in complexity that retains all of the underlying dynamic contact topology. This reduction in complexity, combined with the strongly time-ordered nature of the resulting graph, makes it simpler to visualize large dynamic networks with the dynamic line graph than with the time-space representation.

Measurements on the dynamic line graph.

The switch from nodes-as-actors to nodes-as-relations requires a change in measurement perspective. What can we learn from this new representation? First, reachability and diffusion can be directly mapped with simple path-search algorithms. If there is a path from one node in the line graph to another, then the constituent actors in the contact graph can reach each other in time. This alleviates the need for complex search algorithms to calculate reachability in dynamic networks and makes it much simpler to build time-sensitive measures.

More generally, the line-graph transformation means that indices constructed on the nodes of the line-graph refer to edge-moments in the contact graph. As such, we can easily identify central events in the dynamic network. For example, a node with high centrality in the line-graph is an event in the actor-network that uniquely links together other events. On the other hand, edge metrics on the line-graph capture time-specific actor contributions to the event-structure. For example, high edge-betweenness would identify actor-moments that bridge distinct groups.

Applying node partitioning algorithms to the line graph will partition events in the contact graph, allowing actors to play different roles in contact structures over time. Any topological index (path length, clustering, connectivity, etc.) on the graph will now capture differences in the intersection of relational events through actors over time. Thus two graphs with the exact same dyad structure but different relation timings will have very different dynamic line-graph
topologies. While the move to a line-graphic representation is a fairly dramatic shift from our everyday understanding of networks. The two key advantages of the dynamic line graph are first that it reduces graph complexity while maintaining both contact and temporal structure. Second, the resulting graph fits theoretical approaches that take relations as primary and actors as incident (Callon et al 1986; Emirbayer 1997; Mayhew 1980; 1981).

Implications

A consistent challenge for analyzing dynamic networks is how to balance contact action, where events may occur sporadically over long reaches of time, against pairing structure that aggregates into something we recognize as a network (Butts 2008; Huisman and Snijders 2003; Moody et al. 2005; Snijders 1998). The most common solutions are to create aggregate temporal slices, animate the network, or build algorithms and statistical models resting on edge time labels. Time binning is often arbitrary leading to misleading comparisons of aggregate slices that provide minimal information on the history and trajectory of networks. Animations excel at showing the active tempo of change in a network, but are similarly plagued by local time binning, lapses in viewer memory, and provide minimal substrates for measurement. Statistical approaches often work with limited dynamic information, modeling either changes in summary values of the panel or specific tie patterns as a function of prior waves, making it difficult to capture nuances of time-event intersection.

The two representations presented here overcome these difficulties. Each representation can accommodate instantaneous relational events, thus avoiding time aggregation questions. Social contact is retained as path order in the dynamic line graph, and repeated edge-instances in the space-time graph. By building both time and contact into the same structure, we gain the ability to analyze their intersection, decompose event-structures by time (activity tempo, contact rates, historical bursts) and actors (relational-trajectories, movement through social space over time) and characterize entire structures by the topology of contact-events.
Network dynamics: durable relations or relational events?

Both representations include a notion of relational duration: relations are edges between nodes with (potentially multiple) start and end times. The duration assumption is that a relation is “on” for the duration of the edge. While this is another form of temporal aggregation, since most social processes are episodic, it is more a convenience than a necessity. One could construct either network representation in instantaneous time, rather than with durations. Doing so, however, typically replaces network concurrency with cycles (at least for networks composed of interaction events, such as speaking, writing, having sex, etc.). As such, it oftentimes makes sense to employ some common sense durational aggregation. If a man has a wife and a mistress, we want to capture these as overlapping relations, not separated events. In practice, the dynamic line graph and the time-space graph both handle repeated relations; so long gaps between relational events on the same pair can be substantively treated as distinct relations.

Practically, if you have relations that are substantively continuous (such as love, esteem, or friendship) rather than relational events (such as sexual contact, doing favors, or talking-with), then we will typically have dense connected networks at each moment (high concurrency), and the time-space representation will be most appropriate. The dimensional-stability imposed by identity arcs builds an orienting context for the social space, simplifying the process of linking micro-position to macro-structural change. If, instead, you have episodic relations that occur in fine-grained time, such as sexual contacts or email exchanges, the dynamic line graph representation will likely be more informative and efficient.

Relational time or clock time?

---

12 Repeated relations in an instantaneous version of a network will create cycles in the time-ordered graphs of the form \( A \rightarrow B \rightarrow C \rightarrow B \rightarrow A \rightarrow B \rightarrow C \ldots \). For the duration of the overlapping relations between \( AB \) and \( BC \) (Moody forthcoming). Any durational definition that avoids creating excess concurrency is acceptable, and simple rules such as asking when a respondent last had contact with an alter will typically work.
Traditional models for dynamic networks must force a single time metric on relations (sex partners in the last 6 months, all friends on the day of the interview) or a fixed moving window for animations over the life of the network. But actors may experience the network at different tempos. So, while a 6-month window is likely too long for meaningful structural effects in the behavior of a commercial sex worker, it is too short for a middle-aged pastor. We can alleviate this problem, at least somewhat, by asking about event sets (i.e. last 3 partners), but this contorts temporal and network structure by constraining degree.

These representations make a single temporal aggregation unnecessary. Precisely because the line-graph dispenses with relational duration, we can retain order without equating time. A local event network metric (a version of transitivity or ego-network density, say), will thus encompass different time-horizons for each actor, as it takes differing times for local relations to cumulate around a particular node. This should allow us to build models for network activity based on local event structure that has fundamentally different tempos across the population. For theoretical models that work on local perceptions of temporal events (such as sequences of violence (Balian and Bearman 2008)), this may be a more useful analytic frame than those representations which focus on universal time-scales.

*Positions in dynamic social space*

The main difference between the time-space graph and the dynamic line-graph is the meaning of a node. In the first representation, typical notions of nodes-as-actors are retained and identity is a consistent thread linking nodes to their prior selves. This is a model that matches person-centered theoretical approaches and is thus likely to resonate with many social scientists. The line-graph inverts our understanding of nodes and edges, linking relational events to each other and disaggregating actors across time. Of course, that the reduced form versions of these two representations converge in basic topology is an important reminder of the fundamental duality of time and relations in dynamic networks. Both representations capture the fundamental features of
events comprised by chains of actors linked over time. These representations do, however, highlight interesting questions about how network models capture social space and the position of a self in that space over time.

Communities, for example, are often conceptualized as stable collections of actors who reside in a region of social space identified by dense connections to each other. These two representations make it possible to conceive of communities as time-specific aggregations of repeated interaction events. That is, one could imagine using a community-finding algorithm on a large time-space graph and finding very different time-bounds for communities of actors. In areas like the sociology of science, this could be used to much advantage for comparing specialties with different time-to-discovery horizons. The key insight, of course, is that communities are bounded by sparse regions of relational events; but this bound is both temporal and spatial. This is particularly intriguing in the line-graph version, where a community clustering algorithm could easily spread people across many different substantive event-spaces.

As with the Newcomb example above, these models make it fairly simple to identify micro movements through an evolving macro-level social space. We can watch subgroups split, people move across otherwise stable groups and so forth directly. We should similarly be able to build structural models of these graphs with tools designed for measuring structures. Exponential Random Graph Models (ERGMs) for static networks are now developing rapidly (Handcock et al 2003; Snijders, et al 2005), and this representation will let us borrow from that tool directly. One need simply construct micro-models of the local event structure to apply the tool (which, admittedly may not be trivial). In principle, this would enable models of self and identity to link personal history to community network structure.

**Summary and conclusion**

This paper has presented two ways to directly incorporate time and relations within the same structure. The time-space graphs link actors to themselves through identity arcs, creating a
strongly time-ordered graph. The dynamic line graph projects connections between relations through the actors involved in both. In both cases, we have a single graph object that captures both time and relation, and this object is easily searched with common flow algorithms making it possible to extend all of our network measures from likely-misleading aggregate constructions to time-appropriate measures. Because the result is ultimately “just” a graph, all of our measures and modeling tools that apply to static networks can be applied (albeit with new meaning!), to dynamic graphs. In settings with high concurrency, such as waves of ongoing affective relations, the time-space representation may be the simplest way to capture relations and time simultaneously. In settings with streaming interactions occurring sporadically in real time, the line-graph representation may be most appropriate, as it negates any need for relational aggregation.

The representations suggested here also open the door for a host of new measurement applications. Ranging from typical flow problems associated with diffusion to role / position models. So, for example, preliminary work on new time-based centrality measures suggests that calculating centrality on aggregated versions of dynamic networks leads to significant bias (Moody 2006). One can imagine that measures for clustering, hierarchy, blocks or cohesion, which all similarly rest on an underlying path structure, will be similarly biased. While there is clearly a good deal of intuition left to build with these representations, they provide a simple starting point to carry our hard-earned structural intuitions from static network modeling directly into dynamic network models.
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